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Blue Book Of Electric Guitars
This new 5th edition includes up-to-date pricing and technical information on both new and vintage electric guitars. Very
comprehensive in content, this edition now contains over 700 manufacturers and/or trademarks, hundreds of photos depicting
many popular makes and models, serialization on most major trademark electrics, and a comprehensive Trademark Index on all
current makers. Features high-resolution photos to accurately show a variety of real world condition factors over a wide range of
instrument models and configurations.
Presents detailed instructions for building a standard 6-string solid body model guitar and bass, using common tools and easy-toorder materials, and providing resources for obtaining electronic components and other hardware. Includes pictures and diagrams
of each aspect of the construction: body shape, bridge types, neck and headstock, cutting and shaping, and assembly.
SONGS INCLUDE: The A Team (Ed Sheeran); Chasing Pavements (Adele), Counting Stars (OneRepublic); Creep (Radiohead);
Get Lucky (Daft Punk); Happy (Pharrell Williams); Ho Hey (The Lumineers); How Long Will I Love You (Ellie Goulding); Jolene
(Dolly Parton); Pompeii (Bastille); Royals (Lorde); Scarborough Fair (Traditional); Smile (Lily Allen); Sugar Man (Rodriguez); Video
Games (Lana Del Rey); Viva La Vida (Coldplay); Wake Me Up (Avicii). Plus 84 more.
(Book). The Bass Book offers a complete illustrated history of bass guitars from Fender's first in the 1950s through the models of
the next 40 years that formed the foundation for modern music. The bass guitar is undoubtedly one of the most significant
instruments of this century, yet this book is the first to study its history. Features original interviews with bass makers past and
present, dozens of unusual, specially commissioned color photos, and a reference section that provides a wealth of information on
every major manufacturer.
The most comprehensive and up-to-date electric guitar pricing book has been dramatically improved! The new 10th Edition Blue
Book of Electric Guitars is now over 1,000 pages, and features an all-new, digital color Photo Grading System (a Blue Book
Publications, Inc. exclusive!). The Photo Grading System is the consumers best tool to correctly ascertain the various grades of
both new and vintage electric instruments. These digital high resolution color photos enable even a novice to lock into each guitars
unique condition factor easily and accurately, showing a variety of real world condition factors over a wide range of models and
configurations. Remember, if the condition factor isnt right, the price is wrong. Why guess when you can be sure? Written by
Zachary Fjestad and edited by S.P. Fjestad, the 10th Edition Blue Book of Electric Guitars keeps the reader up-to-date on new and
vintage pricing, technical information on electric instruments, and serialization on most major trademarks showing the year of
manufacture.This new 10th Edition lists the current and discontinued electric companies and luthiers, contains a thoroughly
revised Trademark Index, including contact information, and features hundreds of B&W photos depicting popular makes and
models. Reliable guitar information has never been easier!
A unique and very effective beginning guitar book combining popular songs with step by step, easy to follow instructions and
works equally well for electric or acoustic guitar. Based on over 25 years of both private and classroom instruction, it includes
everything the beginning guitar student needs to start playing right away (strumming chords, rock and roll riffs, easy to understand
diagrams and pictures, complete chord chart, scale section, and barre chord section). The accompanying audio CD is in stereo
with the guitar on one channel and a full band with vocals on the other.
“A hot-rod joy ride through mid-20th-century American history” (The New York Times Book Review), this one-of-a-kind narrative
masterfully recreates the rivalry between the two men who innovated the electric guitar’s amplified sound—Leo Fender and Les
Paul—and their intense competition to convince rock stars like the Beatles, Jimi Hendrix, and Eric Clapton to play the instruments
they built. In the years after World War II, music was evolving from big-band jazz into rock ’n’ roll—and these louder styles
demanded revolutionary instruments. When Leo Fender’s tiny firm marketed the first solid-body electric guitar, the Esquire,
musicians immediately saw its appeal. Not to be out-maneuvered, Gibson, the largest guitar manufacturer, raced to build a
competitive product. The company designed an “axe” that would make Fender’s Esquire look cheap and convinced Les
Paul—whose endorsement Leo Fender had sought—to put his name on it. Thus was born the guitar world’s most heated rivalry:
Gibson versus Fender, Les versus Leo. While Fender was a quiet, half-blind, self-taught radio repairman, Paul was a brilliant but
headstrong pop star and guitarist who spent years toying with new musical technologies. Their contest turned into an arms race as
the most inventive musicians of the 1950s and 1960s—including bluesman Muddy Waters, rocker Buddy Holly, the Beatles, Bob
Dylan, and Eric Clapton—adopted one maker’s guitar or another. By 1969 it was clear that these new electric instruments had
launched music into a radical new age, empowering artists with a vibrancy and volume never before attainable. In “an excellent
dual portrait” (The Wall Street Journal), Ian S. Port tells the full story in The Birth of Loud, offering “spot-on human
characterizations, and erotic paeans to the bodies of guitars” (The Atlantic). “The story of these instruments is the story of
America in the postwar era: loud, cocky, brash, aggressively new” (The Washington Post).
General Reference
The latest in the popular Ukulele Playlist series, with over 30 classic pop hits especially arranged for the ukulele from artists such as Bruno
Mars, Take That, Plain White T's, Matt Cardle, Jackie Wilson, Paolo Nutini and many more, including full lyrics, strumming patterns and
ukulele chord diagrams.
(Book). This new version of Tony Bacon's Six Decades of the Fender Telecaster shows how the world's first commercially successful
solidbody electric guitar still attracts musicians more than 60 years since its birth in California. Today, it is more popular than ever and for
many guitarists has overtaken the Stratocaster as the Fender to own and play. The Tele is the longest-lived solidbody electric, played by
everyone from Muddy Waters to Keith Richards, from Radiohead to Snow Patrol. Its sheer simplicity and versatility are vividly illustrated here
through interviews with Jeff Beck, James Burton, Bill Kirchen, John 5, and more. The book is three great volumes in one: a compendium of
luscious pictures of the most desirable Teles, a gripping story from the earliest days to the latest exploits, and a detailed collector's guide to
every Tele ever made. Packed with pictures of great players, collectable catalogs, period press ads, and cool memorabilia, The Telecaster
Guitar Book is the one Tele book that all guitar fans will want to add to their collection.
In the past few years the market for electric guitar kits and parts has exploded. For every two enthusiasts, there are four opinions on how
properly to fill woodgrain. In this book, Will Kelly cuts through all that noise and shows how, with a little patience and some inexpensive tools,
the average person can turn a modest investment into a gig-worthy instrument and perhaps even a lifelong hobby. Kelly presents guitarbuilding in a progressive fashion, beginning with a simple Stratocaster-style kit with a bolt-on neck and continuing on to a "relic'd" Telecasterstyle build, two Gibson-style set-neck models, and a custom double-neck mash-up. Because each build is more involved than the previous,
the reader builds on his or her skill set and acquires only the tools necessary for the reader's level of interest. Kelly shows how to apply
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finishes, choose and install hardware, wire electronics, execute the final assembly, and set up the finished guitar for proper action and
intonation.
Covers many major trademarks and manufacturers, including Fender, Marshall, Vox, and Ampeg, in addition to many smaller companies.
The new first edition contains detailed descriptions and images on most popular models, both vintage and new.
(Guitar Book). Make every dollar count with the new 15th Edition Blue Book of Electric Guitars! This edition boasts 1,400 pages including a
revised color Photo Grading System. It also has guitar reference information and values on over 1,250 guitar manufacturers/distributors
including Fender, Gibson, Paul Reed Smith, Ibanez, Gretsch, Epiphone, Washburn, B.C. Rich, Jackson, and Guild as well as many
independent luthiers and custom builders. You'll be sure to make every dollar count when buying or selling with over 12,500 electric guitars
listed!
Electric Guitars: The Illustrated Encyclopedia is a tour through pop-music’s most celebrated musical instrument. Covering several decades of
iconic pieces, this guide describes electric guitars produced by every significant manufacturer from Alembic to Zemaitis. Alongside every
model is detailed information and a host of action pictures of key players, from Chet Atkins from Joey Z. 1,200 photographs really bring each
guitar to life. With 800 classic, rare and unusual instruments from all major manufacturers in studio-quality photographs, plus illustrations of
key players, original ads, and memorabilia, it’s easy to get lost within these pages. Comprehensive and informative text with a unique A-to-Z
guitar directory covers makers’ histories, great guitarists, and musical trends. This is the definitive guide to the electric guitar, written and
researched by the world’s leading authorities on the instrument that has shaped over 50 years of popular music. In words and pictures,
detailed descriptions of just why the electric guitar is the most exciting icon of modern pop music.
A step-by-step guide to playing the electric guitar, shown in over 600 photographs and exercises; includes an illustrated directory of over 250
guitars and how to master a range of musical styles such as funk and disco, heavy rock, indie rock, electric blues, country guitar, jazz, lounge
and reggae, together with boxed features on influential electric heroes
(Guitar Method). The Hal Leonard Guitar Method is designed for anyone just learning to play acoustic or electric guitar. It is based on years of
teaching guitar students of all ages, and it also reflects some of the best guitar teaching ideas from around the world. Book 1 includes tuning;
playing position; musical symbols; notes in first position; C, G, G7, D, D7, A7, and Em chords; rhythms through eighth notes; strumming and
picking; over 80 great songs, riffs, and examples.
The original version of this guide has sold over 30,000 copies. This new edition has been expanded by 25% and promises to become an
invaluable resource. For collectors, dealers and players, this completely updated "field guide" provides specifications, serial numbers, and
more for determining the originality of vintage American acoustic and electric fretted instruments. Detailing thousands of models by every
major manufacturer, the book now includes expanded coverage of Martin, Guild, Mosrite, Dobro, Gibson banjos, Fender amps, Gibson amps,
plus updates on the latest models from Fender, Gibson, Rickenbacker, and others since 1990.
This is the story of how Les Paul created the world's first solid- body electric guitar, countless other inventions that changed modern music,
and one truly epic career in rock and roll. How to make a microphone? A broomstick, a cinderblock, a telephone, a radio. How to make an
electric guitar? A record player's arm, a speaker, some tape. How to make a legendary inventor? A few tools, a lot of curiosity, and an
endless faith in what is possible. Featuring richly detailed, dynamic illustrations by Brett Helquist, this unforgettable biography will resonate
with inventive readers young and old.
(Guitar Book). Make every dollar count with the new 15th Edition Blue Book of Acoustic Guitars . This edition boasts 900 pages of content,
including a color Photo Grading System and guitar reference information and values on over 900 guitar manufacturers/distributors including
Gibson, Martin, Ovation, Taylor, Alvarez, Epiphone, Takamine, Washburn, Gretsch, and Guild. Many independent luthiers and custom
builders are also represented. You'll be sure to make every dollar count when buying or selling with over 8,000 acoustic guitars listed!
(Book). Guild guitars have been around since the early 1950s, and by the beginning of the '60s, the company had established a solid
reputation for its electric and acoustic archtops, which are still widely regarded today. Despite this enduring popularity, little was known about
the history of Guild. The Guild Guitar Book is the result of years of intensive research and countless photo sessions. It includes a thorough
history of the company and its guitars, including serial numbers, specifications, original prices, and all the information needed to date Guild
guitars. Features hundreds of photos, with a beautiful 40-page color section. Now Back in Print!
For Fender fans and collectors, guitar enthusiasts, and lovers of popular music--a complete guide to Fender electric guitars, from the 1950s
to the present. This in-depth story is illustrated with large, high-quality photos of rare, outstanding and unusual Fender models, together with
some choice selections of Fender memorabilia. Advertising in Guitar Player and Bass Player magazines.
This book explains step by step, with over 1800 photos and more than 600 illustrations how to layout and build your own electric guitar. Build
an entire guitar in a small room on a homemade multifunctional work table. Only a router and some easy-to-make jigs are required to prepare
the wood.
Aiming to take the mystery out of guitar making, this comprehensive book includes step-by-step colour photographs, diagrams and clear
instructions for each procedure. Containing information on design, wood selection, hardware, tools and techniques, it allows you to select
almost every element to create your own instrument.
Gorgeously illustrated and authoritatively written, Fender 75 Years is the officially licensed celebration of the legendary brand's landmark
anniversary, covering all of Fender's iconic guitars, amps, and basses.

The Blue Book of Acoustic Guitars and Blue Book of Electric Guitars are available in a CD-ROM format. The Blue Book
of Guitars on CD-ROM, 12th Edition contains the entire contents of the 784 page 12th Edition Blue Book of Acoustic
Guitars and the 1,216 page 12th Edition Blue Book of Electric Guitars as well as over 7,500 color images. This CD-ROM
also includes the Photo Grading System as well as many .pdf files including Serialization and House Brand information.
A time-honored tradition just got better! The John W. Schaum Piano Course has been newly revised with 100 percent
new engravings and typesetting, highlighting for concept emphasis, updated song titles and lyrics, and illustrations.
(Reference). This 256-page soft-cover book gives a complete and illustrated history of the development of Rickenbacker
instruments from 1931 to the present. Rickenbacker is the only book of its kind to chronicle the history of the company
who in 1931 introduced electric instruments to the world. The book provides information and full-color photos of the many
artists who have used and are using Rickenbacker instruments. Rickenbacker collectors will find this book invaluable as it
contains recently discovered accurate facts previously unavailable to researchers.
The guitar industry's only comprehensive publication on guitar amplifier information and values has been dramatically
improved! The new 4th Edition Blue Book of Guitar Amplifiers is now over 750 pages, identifies nearly 500 guitar
amplifier manufacturers, trademarks, and boutique builders, and features over a thousand images. Written by Zachary R.
Fjestad, the fully revised 4th Edition Blue Book of Guitar Amplifiers keeps the reader up-to-date on new and vintage
pricing, technical information on guitar amps, and serialization on several major trademarks. Most of the information
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contained in the 4th Edition Blue Book of Guitar Amplifiers is simply not available in any other single publication for any
price -- period. No other guitar amp reference and value guide even comes close.
Music Theory for the Bass Player is a comprehensive and immediately applicable guide to making you a well-grounded
groover, informed bandmate and all-around more creative musician. Included with this book are 89 videos that are
incorporated in this ebook. This is a workbook, so have your bass and a pen ready to fill out the engaging Test Your
Understanding questions! Have you always wanted to learn music theory but felt it was too overwhelming a task?
Perhaps all the books seem to be geared toward pianists or classical players? Do you know lots of songs, but don't know
how the chords are put together or how they work with the melody? If so, this is the book for you! • Starting with intervals
as music's basic building blocks, you will explore scales and their modes, chords and the basics of harmony. • Packed
with fretboard diagrams, musical examples and exercises, more than 180 pages of vital information are peppered with
mind-bending quizzes, effective mnemonics, and compelling learning approaches. • Extensive and detailed photo
demonstrations show why relaxed posture and optimized fingering are vital for good tone, timing and chops. • You can
even work your way through the book without being able to read music (reading music is of course a vital skill, yet, the
author believes it should not be tackled at the same time as the study of music theory, as they are different skills with a
different practicing requirement. Reading becomes much easier once theory is mastered and learning theory on the
fretboard using diagrams and patterns as illustrations, music theory is very accessible, immediately usable and fun. This
is the definitive resource for the enthusiastic bassist! p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 13.0px Helvetica} p.p2
{margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 13.0px Helvetica; min-height: 16.0px} This book and the 89 free videos stand on
their own and form a thorough source for studying music theory for the bass player. If you'd like to take it a step further,
the author also offers a corresponding 20 week course; this online course works with the materials in this book and
practices music theory application in grooves, fills and solos. Information is on the author's blog.
Are you ready to design the ax of your dreams? Unlike other DIY guitar making sources (which deal with woodworking,
mostly) this book focuses on how to achieve astonishing looks, excellent playability and a killer sound. Written
collaboratively with top luthiers from the U.S. and Europe, this inspiring book covers in depth each aspect of electric
guitar design, plus topics not found on other sources, like: - How to design a classic, how to design a radical - Thousandyear wisdom applied on Stratocasters and Les Pauls - Secrets of sustain - How to create a well balancing guitar Ergonomics - How to choose, match and place pickups - Control design - The 4 laws of wood selection ... And much
more. These 220 pages will have you making sketches from the first read!
The first choice of aspiring guitar makers for more than 30 years For some, it is not enough to buy a guitar--the challenge
of designing and hand-making a unique, customized instrument is the dream. Since 1986, these people have turned to
one book: Make Your Own Electric Guitar. Written in a clear, relaxed style, it covers every facet of guitar design and
construction, as well as electronic theory and practice, and full woodworking and wiring techniques--all supported with
plenty of photos and diagrams. Now in a revised and expanded third edition, Make Your Own Electric Guitar will enable
any musician or enthusiast with basic woodworking skills to create a uniquely valuable instrument.
This book features Christmas music of primarily classical origins, transcribed for one, two, or three electric guitars. These
transcriptions were notated in standard notation and tablature and are meant to be performed with a pick, or using hybrid
picking. Even though a few of the pieces may be played on a standard guitar, the others require an electric guitar or a
guitar with a cutaway. the recording features performances of all of the music in the book with anywhere from one to as
many as eight guitars sounding simultaneously. the last four tracks of the CD feature certain previous tracks with the first
guitar omitted. By using these tracks as accompaniment one can practice or perform with the CD. Selections include
Carol of the Bells, Four miniatures from Tchaikovsky's Nutcracker Suite, Johann Pachelbel's Kanon, and more.
Rummage around inside James Carter's head and find, Darren the dolphin-shaped balloon, a list of things to ask Noah,
two poems about crisps, plenty of shape poems, a world record attempt and lots, lots more in this original children's
poetry collection.
Imagine if all the models with updated pricing from the Blue Book of Acoustic Guitars, Blue Book of Electric Guitars, and
the Blue Book of Guitar Amplifiers (over 1,870 pages) were condensed into one lightweight publication with under 400
pages. Your waiting is over! Most of this information and pricing is simply not available anywhere else, at any price!
Whether you're a collector, dealer, musician, or music/pawn shop, this is the best and least expensive "insurance policy"
you can use when buying/selling/trading guitars or guitar amplifiers. Book jacket.
(Book). PRS guitars today appeal to a growing number of musicians, from Carlos Santana to Al Di Meola, from Zach
Myers to Mark Tremonti. This book examines every part of PRS history, with an in-depth story, beautiful photographs,
and detailed collector's info. Paul Reed Smith set up his first PRS factory in 1985 in Maryland and has devised guitars
from the regular Custom and McCarty models, through the outrageously decorated Dragon specials and the controversial
Singlecut, and on to recent achievements such as the Mira, Dave Grissom DGT, JA-15, and the S2 models. Dozens of
guitars are pictured inside along with players, ads, catalogs, and rare memorabilia. A detailed reference section helps
musicians and collectors identify and date PRS instruments, making this revised and updated edition of The PRS Electric
Guitar Book a must for all guitar fans.
The illustrated history of this Modernistic guitar is back for a revised second edition. Larry Meiners wrote and published
the first edition in 2001, and author Zachary R. Fjestad (Blue Book of Electric Guitars) has revised and added information
to this book. This book includes the history of the Flying V from the first designs in the mid-1950s to the models Gibson is
currently producing fifty years later. New additions include all the models to be introduced and discontinued since 2001,
the inclusion of Epiphone Flying Vs, and a new chapter on other manufacturers who have copied this fascinating design.
An eight page color section and several specification pages make identifying your Flying V a breeze!
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Blue Book of Acoustic GuitarsBlue Book Publications
Up-to-date pricing and technical information on new and vintage electric guitars. Over 700 manufacturers, photos
depicting popular makes and models, and a comprehensive Trademark index.
(Book). Ibanez is the most important Japanese guitar brand, and this new book tells the story of its electric guitars,
tracking the fortunes of this impressive brand. At first the guitars were cheap and basic, and in the 1970s, Ibanez was
best known for its copies of leading Gibson instruments, including Les Pauls, SGs, and Explorers. As the Japanese
music industry gained maturity and increased quality, Ibanez made more assured instruments with original features; and
in the late '70s and early '80s, it hit new peaks of achievement. The big break came in the late '80s with the arrival of
Steve Vai's impressive and spectacular JEM signature models. In recent years, the company has continued to provide
great modern electric guitars. Ibanez guitarists featured in the book include George Benson, Charlie Burchill (Simple
Minds), Phil Collen (Def Leppard), Allan Holdsworth, Pat Metheny, Steve Miller, Joni Mitchell, John Petrucci (Dream
Theater), Lee Ritenour, Joe Satriani, John Scofield, Paul Stanley (Kiss), Mick Thompson (Slipknot), Steve Vai, and Bob
Weir (Grateful Dead). The book is in the tradition of Tony Bacon's best-selling guitar series, with a carefully researched
story, including exclusive interviews with Vai and Satriani, a gallery of full-color pictures of famous guitars and players,
and a reference section detailing production years and specifications of all Ibanez's electric models.
(Book). The Gibson 335 Guitar Book tells the story of Gibson's ES-335 and related models, as played by B.B. King, Alvin
Lee, and Eric Clapton, among other virtuosos. It's full of great guitars, cool players, and fascinating historical detail. The
book traces the story from Gibson's first thinline models to the company's signature instruments and modern re-creations
of today. The book is in the tradition of Tony Bacon's bestselling guitar series, with a carefully researched story, a gallery
section of full-color pictures of the most important guitars and players, and a reference section detailing production years
and specifications. The 335 was launched in 1958. It had a double-cutaway body, but the interesting features were
hidden inside. A solid block in an otherwise hollow body created a new "semi-solid" structure, cleverly combining the
sonic qualities of a hollowbody guitar and a solidbody. Variants included the stereo 345 and the upscale 355, and players
have lined up ever since for a taste of these attractively different flavors. Some of those players featured in the book
include Larry Carlton, Dave Grohl (Foo Fighters), Peter Hayes (Black Rebel Motorcycle Club), Justin Hayward (Moody
Blues), Eric Clapton, Pepper Keenan (Down), B.B. King, Elvin Bishop (Butterfield Blues Band), Alvin Lee (Ten Years
After), Alex Lifeson (Rush), Eddie Phillips (the Creation), Johnny Marr (the Smiths), Lee Ritenour, Andy Summers (the
Police), Bill Nelson (Be-Bop Deluxe), and Andrew White (Kaiser Chiefs).
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